POWER Engineers and Zephyr Environmental have merged to bring you an expanded suite of environmental services. Zephyr adds to POWER’s Environmental Division a robust air quality expertise as well as strengthened natural resource planning and multimedia capabilities. POWER adds to Zephyr’s relationships a greater depth of diverse resources that stretch across more than 40 U.S. offices. This depth of resources includes a strong knowledge of local ecosystems and regulations, as well as a high level of personal engagement on your project.

Besides our environmental professionals, POWER can call on our engineers, GIS specialists and visualization experts to support your project. This means that in POWER you have a single source of services that our competitors typically outsource to subcontractors.

Our staff of environmental planners, scientists and engineers works collaboratively to deliver strategic, environmentally responsible and cost-effective solutions to guide your project through initial planning and design into operation.

What services does the combined Environmental team provide?

- Air quality
- Biological resources
- Cultural resources
- Construction monitoring and compliance inspection
- Environmental engineering
- Geosciences engineering
- EHS management and data systems
- Industrial hygiene, health and safety consulting
- Mapping and analysis
- Permitting and licensing
- Routing, siting, planning and feasibility
- Site assessment and corrective action
- Stakeholder communications
- Training
- Visual resources
- Water resources

What other capabilities does POWER offer?

- Engineering and design
- Geospatial and asset management visualization
- Program services
- Strategic planning and technical consulting
- Sustainability consulting
- Construction support
- Testing and commissioning
- Operations and maintenance support

WHY POWER?

With strong roots in engineering, POWER’s Environmental team understands the challenges facing a broad range of energy and infrastructure clients. We can bring this perspective and our tried-and-true project management approach to your project. We are focused on serving several key markets.

- Power delivery
- Power generation
- Oil and gas
- Chemical
- Manufacturing
- Cement and aggregates
- Public sector

www.powereng.com/env

TWO GREAT FIRMS. BETTER AS ONE.